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Alphabetti box:

dogbati

(the letter "i" is introduced in this book)
Words used in this book:

d i d   d o d   

b o b   d o g

Letters to be learned in this Alphabetti Book series:

d o g b a i p
This is the letter “i” — the letter “i” says “-i-” as in insect, igloo and iguana.
The letter “i” is made of a short stick and a tiny, little ball above the stick.
Let’s use our hands to make the letter “i”:

Your thumb is the stick. 

Use your other hand to make the little ball.

And what does the letter “i” say? (Have the child make the letter “-i-” sound several times.)
Let’s see what we can do with the letter “i” — sound out the letters to find out what this word says:

did

can you see how “did” is different from “dod”? 

dod
Here are some of the words we can make with the letters we know:

d i d   d o d

d o g

b o b
Dod and Bob take a nap at the dog park. Dod is wrapped in his favorite blue blanket.
Oh no! **dod** wakes up to find his blanket is gone.
“Who did it?” asks Dod. “Who took my blue blanket?”
“He did,” says a fuzzy little dog pointing at another fuzzy little dog. “He did it.”
“did not,” says the second fuzzy dog.
“did so,” says the first fuzzy dog.
A red fuzzy dog says, “I did. It was me. I did it.”
The brown fuzzy dogs shake their heads.

“**did** not,” they say.

“**We did**.”
dod puts his paws over his ears. "Make up your minds," says dod. "Who did it?"
“He **did**.” All three dogs point at a different **dog**.
Just then, **bob**

wags his tail and

points at something.
Dodo looks down and sees the blue blanket hiding under his tummy.
The three fuzzy dogs say, "Who did? dod did." Then they run away laughing.
dog wraps the blue blanket around his best friend. “I guess I did, didn’t I?”

THE END